English – The Leopard’s Drum


I can locate and label the country the
Asante tale comes from.

Topic


I can use the correct geographical terms.




I can follow directions.
I can create a map of real and imaginary places,



I can write facts about a country.



I can visualise and create a setting.



I can describe the appearance and



I can order events and objects into a sequence.

personality of a character.



I can use secondary resources to find out facts



I can sequence a story.



I can write my version of an Asante

Maths


units to estimate and measure
length/height in any direction (m/cm); mass
(kg/g) temperature, capacity (l/ml) to the

using pictures and symbols.

nearest appropriate unit using rulers,
scales, thermometers and measuring
vessels.

about transport.



I can explain the differences between transport
in the past and transport in the present.

tale,




PE


Other Subjects

From A to B

I can create a dance using simple

Music – I can recognise ways in which sounds can be
made, changed and organised.

movements and patterns.


I can compare and order measurements and
record the results using >, < and =
I can solve measurement problems using
reasoning.

Year 2

I can participate in athletic activities in
preparation for Sports Day.



I can choose and use appropriate standard

I can perform a dance using simple

ICT/ Computing – ‘We are Zoologists’ I can use ICT to
find out about an animal I am interested in.

movements and patterns.

Spanish – I can say how I am feeling in Spanish.

Science- Plant and Animals.


I can find out and describe how plants need water,
light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay
healthy.




I can observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
grow in to mature plants.
I can find out and describe how plants need water,
light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay



healthy.
I can explore and compare the differences
between things that are living, dead and things
that have never been alive.

Art/DT


I can create a futuristic painting of



transport.
I can draw on inspiration from other

PSHE- I understand and can talk about change.
RE- I can identify and explain how we look after the
planet.

International

artists to create a transport image.


I can design a vehicle to transport a
‘small world’ figure from one place to
another.



I can respect a person’s



individuality and independence.
I can work with others where
appropriate.

